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As a Deli Attendant, responsible for preparing & dispensing food to guests, 
maintaining necessary stock of related food & condiment, cashiering for related 
purchases. Worked under general supervision and rely on limited experience, 
instructions and pre-established guidelines to perform functions.

JUNE 2010 – JULY 2012
DELI ATTENDANT - ABC CORPORATION

 Maintained a  positive guest relations at all the times, resolved guest complaints
and ensured guest satisfaction.

 Greeted guests in a courteous &amp; caring manner using personalized service.
 Prepared and dispensed food to guests.
 Maintained a stock of all necessary related food supplies.
 Refilled and stocked condiment &amp; dining ware.
 Participated as a team member with supervisors &amp;  other pertinent 

company Team Members in ensuring an efficiently run operation.
 Maintained count and balanced of bank at the beginning and end of each shift.

2005 – 2010
DELI ATTENDANT - ABC CORPORATION

 Cooked and operated slicer, ovens, and other kitchen utensils Kept work area 
neat and clean at all times Took and processed detailed orders for deli .

 Served customers their orders they had requested.
 Prepping for nights shifts by making sandwiches and various other hot foods.
 Responsible for making orders and unloading the trucks when deliveries had 

come in.
 My main responsibilities included food preparation, customer service and 

ordering supplies.
 North Dakota Army National Guard March 2007 - Present My current MOS is 

92W, Water Purification Specialist, with the 134th Quartermaster Detachment.
 Deli clerk for Treasure Island foods in Chicago, IL.

EDUCATION

Bachelors - (Univeristy of Montana Missoula - Missoula, MT)
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Cash Register, Customer Service, Stocking, POS.
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